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Tales from the yawning portal errata

Tim's archive of Errat now has its first D&amp;D Fifth Edition pages! Share on Facebook Share on Twitter Terrible stories told in the dead of night! There are many cult adventures and stories in its 43-year history (!) Dungeons &amp; Dragons that current fans may never have experienced. If you've only just entered
D&amp;D in the past few years, you probably haven't braved the Tomb of Horrors or climbed Mount White Plume or fought the Giants. Even longtime fans haven't been able to fully explore the Tamoachan Or Sunless Citadel Hidden Sanctuary with statistics and monsters updated for the fifth edition of Dungeons &amp;
Dragons. Now you can jump into some of the most popular D&amp;D modules ever created with Tales from the Yawning Portal. On April 4, this 248-page book features seven full adventures, including timeless classics and more recent bestsellers such as Forge of Fury and Dead in Thay, all fully updated and ready to
run using the latest D&amp;D rules. The cover of Tales from the Yawning Portal was illustrated by Tyler Jacobsen. It shows the Wanderers Durnan, the longtime owner and barkeep of waterdeep's most famous tavern. Adventurers from all parts of forgotten worlds gather in a taproom on the Yawning portal to trade
stories about their exploits and rumours of distant treasures, some even from other worlds in the D&amp;D multiverse. The Yawning Portal is one place you'd expect to hear stories about the seven dungeons in this book. Look for Tales from the Yawning Portal at your local game shop on March 24! Otherwise, you can
pick it up on April 4, and start leading these classic adventures for your gaming group. Even if you're in the middle of a Storm King's Thunder or Curse of Strahd campaign, smart Dungeon Masters and players can take inspiration from D&amp;D's history to pour traps, challenges, monsters and magical objects from these
adventures into any session. Official product Page Share on Facebook Share on Twitter Stories from yawning portalRules requiredDungeons &amp; Dragons, 5th editionCharacter levelsSudesNless Citadel: 1, Forge of Fury: 3, Hidden Sanctuary Tamoachan: 5, White Plume Mountain: 8, Dead in Thay: 9, Against the
Giants: 11, Tomb of Horrors: highCampaign settingVariesFirst published2017ISBN978-0-7869-6609-7 Tales from the Yawning Portal is an adventurous module of anthology for 5. Summary Of The Story from the Portal is a yawning anthology of updated modules and adventures from previous editions. [1] Modules have
been modified to use the fifth edition rules and adapted to different character levels,[2] so that adventures can be played in the order in which they are presented in the book or thrown into a home campaign. [3] The adventures included, in order of presentation and including the original year of publication, are: Sunless
Citadel The Forge of Fury (2000) Tamoachan Hidden Sanctuary (1980) White Plume Mountain (1979) Dead in Thay (2014) Against the Giants (1981) Tomb of Horrors (1978) The history of the publications Stories from the Yawning Portal was published on 24 October 1989. On March 4, 2017, in local game stores and
later published through other retailers on March 4,[4] A reception for Publishers Weekly's BestSelling Book Week ending April 17, 2017, Tales from the Yawning Portal was #6 at Hardcover Nonfiction and sold 10,348 units. [5] Destructoid, Bleeding Cool and Paste Magazine highlighted the modulal nature of this book as
opposed to the linear structure of Storm King's Thunder. [6] [7] [8] In a paste magazine review, Cameron Kunzelman wrote that Yawning Portal Stories ride the line between nostalgia and ease of access for new players and that there is something for every type of D&amp;D player or DM. [8] In Polygon's review of the
updated Tomb of Horrors, Charlie Hall wrote that the Tomb of Horrors published in this new edition is exquisially enchanted. You should have no problem moving players from room to room. However, what can trip you are descriptions of the rooms itself. This new version is conspicuously light on art, and Gygax's
descriptions may feel a little outdated by modern ears. [9] Yawning portal stories were one of the winners of the judges' spotlight at the 2017 ENnie Awards [10] References ^ Yawning Portal Stories - Dungeons &amp; Dragons: Product Overview. Wizards of the coast. Returned 2017-02-17. ^ Introduction (PDF). Stories
from the yawning portal. Wizards of the coast. 2017-04-04. ISBN 9780786966097. Returned 2018-01-31. ^ Roll20. A roll20. ^ Stories from yawning portals - Dungeons and Dragons. Wizards of the coast. Date: 31 February 2017 ^ This week's bestsellers | Question back 04/17/2017. Publishers weekly. Retrieved 2020-07-
03. ^ Yawning portal stories is the next dungeons &amp; dragons book. Destructoid, destructoid. Returned 2019-06-15. ^ 'Tales From The Yawning Portal' is DM's delight with seven adventures in one. www.bleedingcool.com 2019-06-15. ^ and b Yawning portal stories bring to life the history of dungeons and dragons.
pastemagazine.com is 2019-06-15. ^ Hall, Charlie (2017-04-04). How to run D&amp;D's classic Tomb of Horrors. Polygon. Returned 2019-06-15. ^ 2017 Noms and winners. August 19, 2017. Drawn from This month Dungeons and Dragons fans finally managed to get their hands on Tales From The Yawning Portal, a
highly anticipated new book updating seven all-time great D&amp;D adventures for modern gamers using 5th edition rules. Against the Giants, Dead in Thay, Forge of Fury, Hidden Shrine of Tamoachan, Sunless Citadel, Tomb of Horrors and White Plume Mountain were reimagined. revitalised with new artworks and
text, although some of the classic maps remain. Now, the three creative mindes behind D&amp;D have shared their thoughts on creating Tales From The Yawning Portal. Dungeon Life's YouTube channel Todd Kenreck released a new video featuring senior artistic director Kate Irwin, senior graphic designer Emi Tnji
and leading rule developer Jeremy Crawford, as they offered their insights into Tales From The Yawning Portal, including the way Yawning's barkeep, Durnan, connects stories despite the vast worlds between them. We based all these adventures as if they were coming off a yawning portal, Tnji said. They still needed to
have something to connect them, a kind of flavor. So, after everyone was coming from this pub, that all the adventures start here, all the stories come here, and all the great people have passed... It was a really nice way to anchor things. Crawford added that the team wanted to keep the adventures as close as possible
to the original experience. In a few places [there is] some additional clarity, maybe some additional descriptive text to make DM's life a little better when describing a particular room. But all that extra work we did is based on material that originally existed, whether it was text or illustration. Tales From The Yawning Portal
has already been released in local gaming stores, and will have a wider release on April 4. Are you excited to dive into the classic D&amp;D adventures of Tales From The Yawning Portal? Roll for initiative and share your thoughts in the comments section below! Image Credit: Wizards of the Coast 5th Edition, D&amp;D,
Dungeon Life, Todd Kenreck, Wizards of the Coast, youtube The D&amp;D Beyond stat block for Tecuziztecatl1 states that it knows Olman and Primordial languages, and primal is nowhere in the Beyond monster database. Although Beyond is not considered an authoritative source of rules, this context provides a
strong indication that unexpected and unknown Primal Language is an error in text2 versions of this adventure published in Tales from the Yawning Portal. No errata has been released for the Yawning Portal, but you can be pretty sure beyond developers communicated the problem to the Wizards and corrected it in the
Beyond stat block at the monster database. In addition, version 4 of this adventure lists only Olman for Tecuziztecatlo languages, and the original (AD&amp;D) version indicates that Tecuziztecatl is talking to a party in Olman. At the very least, it indicates that there is no tradition to speak primal.. The first instance of the
primal speech is in the yawning block of the portal. Again, it's shy definitely, but it's more evidence that Primal is a newly introduced error. Statistics is behind the pay-wall, but you can confirm this by filtering the monster database with language and checking the options available on the language drop menu. Thanks to
the user guild, he noticed that the text compendium D&amp;D Beyond for Tecuziztecatl (also behind the paywall) still lists Primal instead of Primordial, but this is not surprising because the compendium is a direct adaptation of the text of the book, which has not received any erratu. Although the stat block in the monster
database and the compendium text contradict each other, the compendium is one that makes no sense as to the issue, so my money on the stat block list is a corrected version. ThroughoutMany, the maps in this book are reproduced on a small scale. Many (such as the first level of The Sunless Citadel, p. 13) were
supposed to get a full page, but they didn't. Others (most notably Dead in Thay, p. 111) cover so much territory that even the entire site is not enough space. When a 5-foot square is just a millimeter across, there's no way DM can read that during a game without serious eye strain! Also, some of the older adventures
retain their original one-square-foot map scale equal to 10 feet, despite the fact that 50-foot squares are standard from the Third Edition. To alleviate both problems in my home game, I copied the cards on graph paper to have copies that I could reference during the game. It also gave me the opportunity to simplify the
cards to some extent to make them easier to play on the battle card during the game. Some of these maps would be absolutely gorgeous if presented of a more reasonable size, but in many cases this only makes them harder to render on the combat network. Introduction (p. 4)No notes. Chapter 1: Sunless Citadel (p.
9)p. 13, Map 1.1: Fortress Level: See map note below, above. Chapter 2: Forgery of Rage (p. 33)p. 55:44. Robbed room: Severak should be a few. Chapter 3: Tamoachan Hidden Sanctuary (p. 61)pp. 62-63, Map 3.1: Tamoachan Hidden Sanctuary: Parts of the map that fall into the gutters of the site are hard to read.
Some white space should have stayed at the edge of the page so no map details were lost.pp. 84-85: 39. Chamber of the Second Sun: Snake Gate is marked with A on the map (p. 62).p. 85:41. Free gold: East gate is marked with B on the map (p. 62); West Gate is marked A.P. 88:44. Motion Sun: Insert into the text
read aloud in after the purple-red stone. Chapter 4: White Plume Mountain (p. 95)p. 104:20. Ghoul Ambushers: These amajlias give complete immunity, so they are more powerful than the allusion of turning protection (p. 228) from the Tamoachan Hidden Sanctuary; however, they did not receive a magical entry of
objects in Appendix A.Chapter 5: Dead in Thay (p. 109)p. 111, Map 5.1: The Doomvault: See note on during, above.p. 150: 88. Black Prison: Under creatures, wights should also be brave.p. 153: 93. Quarry: It's only the first giant in bold text, but there are two stone giants here. Chapter 6: Against the Giants (p. 165)pp.
183, Barracks Complex (areas 16-19): The text describes spring as being in area 18, but the map shows it in area 17.pp. 187-188, Caverns of the Carls (Areas 18 and 19): Under area 19, there is no bold text for frost giant servants or young. See area 18 on which statistics to use.p. 197: 13A. West Alcove [sic]: Change
this subtitle to 13A. East Alcove and change the main text to match (first sentence and first sentence under Treasure).p. 202-203, Temple of the Eye (Areas 9-11): In area 11, heliotrope is a pinkish-purple shade. Chapter 7: Tomb of horrors (p. 211)p. 222: 22. Cave of golden and silver mist: Under treasure, of hem should
be of them.p. 223: 24. Adamantine Door: In the last sentence the west should be east. Appendix A: Magical Objects (p. 228)Appendix B: Creatures (p. 230)Entries of most creatures include a note about what adventures they appear in. Specialized wizards (horseman, enchanting, evoker, illusionist, nechromater and
transmuter) do not. They first appeared in Vol's monster guide, and they're used here in Dead in Thay. Thay.
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